
A Non-Stop RAID 1 controller

RAID 1   VS   RAID 0

RAID
1

RAID
0

M300/MS300

Support Enterprise SNMP Agent Management Pioneer

Host Interface: SATA ll (3.0Gbps), compatible with SATA lll

Plug and Play, No Driver Needed 

Support Disk Hot-Swap and Auto-Rebuild

4cm Silent and Cooling Fan 

RAID 1 or RAID 0 mode

ARAID SMART monitoring system 

MS300 model enable HDD’s security feature 

RAID 0 combines two hard drives into a hard drive with 
doubled capacity. When data is written onto it, the data will 
be scattered onto the two drives; and when data is being 
read, data will be acquired from the two drives 
simultaneously. The advantage of RAID 0 is faster data 
access, but its disadvantage is that it has no safety; once 
one of the hard drives fails, all data on both hard drives will 
be completely lost.

Total Capacity 3TB
Speed Mode

Capacity:

1.5TB + 1.5TB = 3TB

Recommendation:

Use as Data Drive

RAID 1 combines two hard drives into one hard drive; the 
secondary drive is used as a mirror drive of the master 
drive. All the data written onto the master drive will also be 
copied onto the secondary drive; therefore if the master 
drive fails, there is a complete backup on the secondary 
drive which is able to replace and work as the master drive 
immediately. That’s why RAID 1 has the best data safety

Total Capacity1.5TBSafe Mode

Capacity:

Master drive 1.5TB + 

Secondary drive 1.5TB = 1.5TB

Recommendation:

Use as System Drive or

 Data Drive
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Two good drive One drive failed Rebuild complete

Rebuild in progress (20%)

Remove failed drive Insert new drive 
& start disk rebuild

A failed hard disk can never let you down again.
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4cm Silent and Cooling Fan 


